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Microphones: Rode Wireless ME
 

The Wireless ME is an ultra-compact wireless microphone system that makes recording professional audio for your videos effortless. Featuring
the same iconic, pocket-sized form factor as the original Wireless GO and Wireless GO II, with innovative features like GainAssist, a high-quality
microphone built into both the transmitter and receiver, complete compatibility with cameras, computers and smartphones, the Wireless ME is
the perfect wireless companion for content creation, interviewing, reporting, presenting, filmmaking and much more. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerRode Microphones 

Description 

Harness the Freedom of Wireless
The Wireless ME utilises RØDE’s state-of-the-art Series IV 2.4 GHz digital transmission with 128-bit encryption to deliver incredibly stable
wireless audio at a range of over 100m. Simply connect the receiver to your camera, smartphone or computer, attach the transmitter to you or
your talent and hit record to capture pristine audio for your content – hands-free, no wires!

Instantly Elevate Your Camera or Phone Audio
Connect your Wireless ME directly to a camera with its analog 3.5mm output, or plug it into your iPhone or Android smartphone via USB to
instantly elevate your content with incredible audio. You can even use the MagClip GO* to attach the receiver directly to your magnet-
compatible phone.

Two girls reviewing footage recorded on iPhone with Wireless ME
Get Recording in Seconds
With the Wireless ME, you can be recording pristine audio in seconds. The transmitter and receiver are automatically paired out of the box, and
with in-built microphones, convenient clips for attaching to clothing or your camera, and all necessary cables included, you can start creating
right away.

Perfect Audio, Every Time
The Wireless ME features broadcast-grade omnidirectional microphones for capturing high-quality sound for your videos. It also features our
groundbreaking GainAssist technology to make capturing crystal-clear audio easier than ever before. This utilises intelligent algorithms in the
Wireless ME’s audio processor that automatically control your audio levels to ensure they are perfectly balanced and to prevent your audio from
clipping.

Wireless You and Wireless ME
The Wireless ME is the first wireless microphone to feature microphones built into both the transmitter and receiver, allowing you to capture
audio from in front of and behind the camera – ideal for recording everything from two-way interviews to voice overs for video content.

Pro Audio, Pocket-sized
Its convenient in-built clip design allows it to be attached to clothing and mounted onto your camera with ease, no extra gear required. The
ultimate grab-and-go microphone.
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